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We summarize the current status of our studies of the macroscopic linear mechanical 
properties of nematic liquid crystals formed from solutions of rigid or semirigid rod-like 
polymers. The polymer system we have studied is a racemic mixture of poly(benzy1 glutamate) 
dissolved in a mixture of dioxane and methylene chloride. We have also studied nematics 
formed from colloidal suspensions of tobacco mosaic virus which may be viewed as an ideal 
model system representing a rigid-rod polymer solution. We review briefly the current 
theoretical understanding of the elastic and viscous parameters characterizing a nematic. 
Then we discuss our experiments, both Frederiks-transition studies and quasielastic Rayleigh 
scattering. The Frederiks transition in its well known simple forms is not easily utilized in 
these systems, mainly because of the intervention of a number of phenomena not normally 
encountered in low-molecular-weight liquid crystals. However, these phenomena have been 
analysed theoretically and can be used to extract information on elastic and viscous properties. 
Quasielastic Rayleigh scattering on well oriented single crystals has proved to be an excellent 
technique for measuring ratios of elastic and viscous parameters. We describe the scattering 
geometries we have used and our results. 

An important goal in the study of polymer nematic liquid crystals is the complete 
understanding of their mechanical properties. We have undertaken a program of 
research concerning the linear mechanical properties of systems of rod-like or 
semiflexible polymers that form nematic phases in solution. These form a fairly 
simple limiting case for two reasons. First, fairly simple theoretical ideas based on 
a dilute-solution limit might be almost correct. Secondly, the preparation of and 
experimentation on such samples is easier than the study of melts in a number of 
ways. In particular, we have studied racemic mixtures of poly(benzy1 glutamate) 
(PBG) in a solvent which is a mixture of dioxane and methylene chloride, to suppress 
any remaining cholesteric helicity.' We have also studied the nematic phase of 
colloidal suspensions of tobacco mosaic virus (TMV), which in this context may 
be thought of as an ideal model of a rigid-rod polymer solution. 

The experimental methods we have used include the Frederiks transition and 
quasielastic Rayleigh scattering. The first of these has been used extensively in the 
study of low-molecular-weight nematics to determine their elastic constants and 
viscosities.* The second has been used in the study of n e m a t i ~ s , ~  but it presents 
some serious technical problems for the routine determination of mechanical proper- 
ties owing to the large birefringence of the nematic phase.4 However, in our materials, 
which have very low birefringence, this technique works very well. Rather, it is the 
Frederiks transition that presents difficulties of various kinds. Several new 
phenomena are encountered when trying to study the Frederiks transition which 
prevent the straightforward extraction of information from this experiment. 
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However, these new phenomena are very interesting in their own right, and in the 
light of theoretical analysis they provide new ways of studying the mechanical 
properties of polymer nematics. 

In the following sections we first review our understanding of the theory of the 
elastic and viscous properties of nematics composed of rigid rods or semirigid 
chains, and then we discuss our experimental findings. 

THEORY 

The starting point for theory of lyotropic nematics is the hard-rod model first 
investigated by O n ~ a g e r . ~  This views the interaction between particles as arising 
entirely out of the excluded-volume effect. The appearance of the nematic phase 
is the result of maximizing the entropy of the system; in the nematic phase, rotational 
entropy is sacrificed to increase the configurational entropy of the molecular 
positions. In the approximation used by Onsager all that matters are two-body 
interactions, which are treated in a mean-field approximation. At the level of this 
approximation one can solve the equations describing the nematic-isotropic phase 
equilibrium, and compute the orientational distribution function for the molecules 
in the nematic phase. From this distribution function, and still at the level of 
approximation using two-body interactions in a mean-field calculation, one can 
compute the elastic constand and viscosities’ of the nematic phase. We have carried 
out these computations as a starting point for comparison of experimental results 
with theory.* The results are summarized in table 1. 

For describing TMV, the theory at the Onsager level might be at least a good 
starting point. However, for longer and more flexible particles, such as PBG, and 
surely for even longer and much more flexible particles, such as many other currently 
studied polymers, or for more concentrated solutions and melts, other theoretical 
ideas are needed. Here we consider only the possibility of semiflexible particles, 
which are non-rigid but are still fully extended in the nematic phase. 

In the Onsager picture of the elastic constants, all that is taken into account is 
the change in the two-particle excluded volume produced by spatial distortions of 
the director field. All the elastic constants scale with the square of the volume 
fraction of polymer in solution and the square of the length-to-diameter ratio. For 
highly oriented states of the nematic, this theory predicts that the bend elastic 
constant will be large, while those for splay and twist will be small, since bend 
always increases interference effects, while splay and twist do so only as second-order 
effects. Moreover, the bend elastic constant increases roughly linearly with order 
parameter in the range of experimentally reasonable order parameters, diverging to 
infinity at perfect order. This is a consequence of the singular form of the two-body 
excluded-volume function, which varies as the absolute value of the sine of the 
angle between two rods. These are interesting predictions to check. 

Beyond the Onsager picture of the elastic constants there are two ideas for 
longer, more flexible  chain^.^ First, the splay elastic constant has a component 
arising from a single particle contribution to the entropy. Splay requires concentrat- 
ing like ends of the chains (‘top’ or ‘bottom’ ends), which reduces their entropy. 
This contribution exists for hard rods and for more flexible chains, and increases 
linearly with chain length and concentration. It is larger than the two-particle 
interference contribution to the splay elastic constant. For flexible chains the bend 
elastic constant is limited by the flexibility of the chains. It no longer increases with 
chain length, and varies linearly with concentration rather than quadratically. It 
simply reflects the energy per unit volume needed to bend the chains. Thus for 
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Table 1. Elastic constants and viscosities of the nematic phasesn 

hard-rod theory 

S = 0.7 S = 0.8 S = 0.9 TMV PBG 

1.8 
0.6 
8.0 
3 

13 

0-054 
0.032 

1.13 
0.15 

34.8 

elastic moduli 
2.1 3.3 
0.69 1.1 

14.0 43.0 
3 3 

21 42 

viscosities 

0.034 0.017 
0.016 0.004 

1.11 1.06 
0.11 0.06 

69.6 240 

2.5 
42.5 

4.1 
0.36 
4.7 

11.4 
13.0 

34.7 
0.16 

35.1 
S0.16 
34.8 

0.044 
0.015 0.0046 

0.95 1 .o 
0.21 

63.3 220 

The notation follows P. G. deGennes, The Physics of Liquid Crystals (Clarendon Press, 
Oxford, 1974). S is the nematic order parameter. The units for Ki are lo-’ dyn, assuming 
a diameter for PBG of 15 A. The units for the viscosities are poise. The accuracy of the 
PBG measurements is *7%. 

fully extended but non-rigid chains, the ratio of splay to bend elastic constants 
should be relatively large, independent of concentration and proportional to chain 
length, rather different from the hard-rod limit, in which this ratio would be small 
and decreasing with increasing chain length. 

The hard-rod picture qualitatively predicts that certain viscosities grow very large 
with molecular length and increasing order parameter, while others remain small.7 
All the viscosities are proportional to a fundamental rotational viscosity for a single 
particle which depends on its shape and the solvent viscosity. For semiflexible 
chains, the same qualitative conclusions apply. The ability of semiflexible chains 
to wrap rather gently around one another might modify the picture, but there is not 
yet any quantitative description of those effects. 

THE FREDERIKS TRANSITION 

The Frederiks transition provides a simple means for determining material 
parameters for nematic liquid crystals, provided that one can prepare well aligned 
single-crystal samples with strong anchoring of the director at the parallel plates 
defining the sample boundaries. 

We have been able to prepare such samples of PBG nematics. Either homeotropic 
or parallel boundary conditions can be utilized to fix the director in a unique 
orientation at the parallel-plate sample surfaces. Homeotropic alignment occurs 
spontaneously for glass, fused silica or indium-tin oxide surfaces, presumably owing 
to hydrogen bonding of the PBG at the oxide surface. We have prepared parallel 
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boundary conditions by coating these oxide surfaces with a thin highly cross-linked 
polyethylene layer deposited by plasma polymerization of ethylene gas. lo 

For TMV, parallel orientation occurs spontaneously, and we have not thought 
of any way of preparing homeotropic samples." 

The magnetic anisotropy of PBG is positive, so that it aligns parallel to a magnetic 
field.12 For high-frequency electric fields (above ca. 100 kHz) the dielectric 
anisotropy is negative and electrohydrodynamic effects have disappeared, so the 
director aligns perpendicular to an electric field.13 

The magnetic anisotropy of TMV is p~s i t i ve . ' ~  
In the following sections we describe the three main geometries for the Frederiks 

transition, together with our findings. 

BEND GEOMETRY 

With homeotropic boundary conditions and a magnetic field in the plane of the 
sample, or an electric field parallel to the director, the critical field for the Frederiks 
transition determines the bend elastic constant. The effective viscosity for this mode 
of distortion is very large, so the critical field is hard to find. This is the first kind 
of problem encountered, although it is one of inconvenience rather than fundamental 
difficulty. After exceeding the critical field by a small amount and creating a small 
distortion, one can change the field and see whether this distortion grows or shrinks 
with time, and thus bracket the critical-field value. By making a quantitative 
measurement of the amplitude of the distortion, for instance by monitoring the 
optical anisotropy of the sample, one sees that the response at a fixed field is an 
exponential relaxation in time toward the equilibrium state. By plotting the inverse 
of the time constant of this exponential against field, one can measure the critical 
field from the zero crossing and the effective viscosity from the slope of this line. 
This is slow work. 

However, above twice the critical field a new and very fast distortion appears 
which is the second harmonic (mode two) of the fundamental distortion (mode 
one) occuring at the lower critical field.' The effective viscosity for this mode of 
distortion is very small. Repeating the previous experiment near this critical field 
does not seem to be too difficult, since one can study the rapid response of mode 
two before mode one does anything (the ratio of speeds is of the order of a hundred 
or more). However, one discovers that the system does not respond exponentially 
even at rather small distortion amplitudes!" This is the first real problem encoun- 
tered. 

The non-linear behaviour of this fast mode of distortion we have attributed to 
the influence of elongational flow viscosity, which appears as a second-order effect. 
The equation of motion for the angular distortion 8 induced by the field can be 
written in the long-chain limit as 

for small amplitudes. Because the first-order viscosity, Tb, for this mode is very 
small while the coefficient of the non-linear term, al, is of the order of a hundred 
times larger, the non-linear effects become important at very small amplitude, making 
the first-order viscosity hard to measure accurately. This is a new phenomenon that 
is not encountered in low-molecular-weight liquid crystals. It gives us a direct means 
of measuring the relative magnitude of the elongational flow viscosity. 
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If one knows the appropriate diamagnetic or dielectric anisotropy and one can 
measure the time dependence of the bend distortion accurately, one can determine 
K3 and several viscosities using this geometry. 

TWIST GEOMETRY 
With parallel boundary conditions and the magnetic field parallel to the plane 

of the sample, we examined the twist Frederiks transition. Upon application of the 
field, a pattern of stripes appeared, oriented perpendicular to the urlisturbed 
director, once again a new phen~menon. '~ Exploring the field dependence of the 
stripe spacing and the time dependence of the pattern, we realized that this was a 
dynamic effect due to the large anisotropy of the viscosity of the material. For a 
suddenly applied field, above the critical field for the Frederiks transition, the 
periodic structure has a faster response time than a uniform twist response. There 
is a particular wavelength for which the stripes grow the fastest. That wavelength 
dominates the response, producing the stripes that are observed. This is a transient 
response, in the sense that eventually the stripes disappear, leaving the sample in 
a uniformly twisted state. 

The uniform twist transition has viscosity yl, which is very large. The stripe 
pattern involves coupled rotation and velocity fields; the magnetic field drives the 
director field of counter-rotating stripes, which in turn induces the velocity field. 
This combined set of fields has a much lower viscosity than y l .  Of course the stripe 
pattern has more internal elastic energy than the uniform twist distortion. It involves 
bend distortion as well as twist, and has in-plane components of curvature that are 
not involved in the uniform twist mode. This has two consequences. First, for a 
range of fields above the critical field for the uniform twist transition, the uniform 
mode may be the fastest. At some higher field the stripe pattern becomes faster. 
Secondly, the wavelength of the stripe pattern that maximizes the speed of response 
is kept long by the elastic energy, while the viscous factor favours a short wavelength. 
Therefore the observed wavelength is a compromise. 

By measuring the wavelength of the observed stripe pattern as a function of 
applied field, one determines several things. The critical field for the ordinary twist 
Frederiks transition can still be determined, yielding KZ. The behaviour above 
critical field gives an accurate value of K 2 / K 3 ,  and two ratios of viscosities. Data 
for one preparation of TMV and details of the analysis are published elsewhere." 

SPLAY GEOMETRY 

With parallel boundary conditions and the field perpendicular to the plane of 
the sample, we attempted to study the splay Frederiks transition. Once again, on 
suddenly applying a large magnetic field, we observed the appearance of arrays of 
stripes, this time oriented obliquely to the original director orientation. The orienta- 
tion and wavelength of the stripes depended on the field strength. Again, this was 
found to be a transient effect due to the anisotropy of the viscosity of the material. 
A theoretical analysis indicates how this effect can be used to determine ratios of 
material parameters. In this case, because of the complexity of the director and 
velocity fields, the analysis is rather complicated, and we have not found any simple 
way to extract data from the experiments. Nonetheless, if one knows some 
parameters, these measurements can be used to determine some others. Data on 
TMV and a detailed presentation of the theory for this instability and data analysis 
are presented e1~ewhere.l~ 
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(a) ( b )  

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the replacement of a uniform splay structure in a planar 
sample ( a )  by a periodic twist pattern ( b ) .  This might also be referred to as a splay- 
compensated structure, since apparent splay in the plane of the sample is cancelled by another 

component of apparent splay perpendicular to that plane. 

Attempting to avoid the stripes and determine the critical field for the splay 
Frederiks transition, we discovered another phenomenon. We could not achieve a 
uniform splay Frederiks transition in PBG. At the lowest field giving a response, 
we still observed stripes; parallel to the undisturbed director. This is a static effect. 
The explanation is that a new form of Frederiks transition replaces the uniform 
splay response. It is a periodic structure composed mostly of twist distortion (see 
fig. l), which has a lower threshold field than the simple splay transition. It occurs 
if the ratio of splay to twist elastic constants is above 3.3. What is remarkable is 
that one can construct a stripe pattern that satisfies the boundary conditions that 
the distortion disappear at the surfaces, that couples to the external field, and that 
is composed of pure twist! The theory of this effect, predicting the critical field and 
the wavelength of the stripes, has been developed and has been published else- 
where.I8 Neither the wavelength nor the critical field depends very strongly on the 
splay elastic constant, and both of those quantities are difficult to measure accurately. 
This leaves us in the position of having no simple means of measuring the splay 
elastic constant via the Frederiks transition. 

LIGHT SCA'ITERING 

Quasielastic depolarized Rayleigh scattering has been shown to be a useful way 
of determining elastic constants and viscosities of nematic liquid  crystal^."^ The 
PBG nematics are especially well suited to this technique because they have very 
low birefringence. This eliminates multiple scattering and makes the optical propa- 
gation equivalent to that in an isotropic medium. There is still enough birefringence 
to make the depolarized light scattering cross-section large enough for an adequate 
signal, using an argon laser at ca. 100mW incident power. 

With this technique one can study both the intensity of the scattered light and 
the time dependence of the fluctuations that scatter the light. The intensity is 
determined by the amplitude of the thermally excited director fluctuations which 
produce depolarized scattering. That amplitude depends only on the energy of the 
fluctuation, which is proportional to the appropriate elastic constant. One does not 
measure absolute intensities of scattered light, but in a situation in which one can 
measure a ratio of intensities or the dependence of intensity on some external 
variable, one can deduce information about the relative value of an elastic constant. 
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The time dependence is most efficiently studied by computing the autocorrelation 
function of the scattered light intensity in real time with a digital autocorrelator. 
The fluctuation modes in nematics are all overdamped, since their elastic energy is 
small and their viscosity is large. The autocorrelation function for a single mode 
is an exponential decay, the time constant of which depends on the ratio of a 
viscosity to an elastic constant. 

We have studied two scattering geometries in samples with parallel boundary 
conditions.’’ In the first the director is perpendicular to the scattering plane, with 
the incident polarization parallel to the director, and the scattered polarization 
parallel to the scattering plane. The plane of the sample is oriented so that the 
scattering wavevector is parallel to the glass plates. In the second geometry, every- 
thing is the same as in the first, except that the sample is rotated about an axis 
normal to its surface so that the director is parallel to the scattering wavevector. 

The first geometry allows one to see scattering from a superposition of pure 
splay and pure twist modes. The ratio of the amplitudes of these modes depends 
on the ratio of twist and splay elastic constants, and their relaxation times depend 
on their effective viscosities. In the second geometry one sees scattering from a 
pure bend mode. Keeping the entire scattering geometry fixed and switching from 
the first sample orientation to the second, one can compare the amplitudes of the 
pure bend mode and the splay and twist modes. In this way one measures the ratio 
of the bend elastic constant to the others. The relaxation time of the pure bend 
mode determines another effective viscosity. These measurements are repeated at 
a number of scattering angles to confirm the correct angular dependence of the 
scattering intensities and relaxation times. 

The results of these measurements are several ratios of elastic constants and 
viscosities. Combining these measurements with one of the critical fields for the 
Frederiks transition and a knowledge of the diamagnetic anisotropy leads to an 
absolute determination of a number of viscosities and the elastic constants of the 
sample. It is important to note that all the field and light scattering experiments 
can be performed on a single sealed sample of PBG or TMV, so that the data can 
be combined unambiguously. The birefringence and ultraviolet absorption 
spectrum2’ can also be measured on the same sample to determine its concentration 
and degree of orientational order. 

DISCUSSION 

We now have some quantitative data on the elastic and viscous properties of 
TMV’’7’7 and PBG” nematics. We have deduced ratios of elastic constants and 
viscosities from measurements on the dynamic-stripe phenomena in one preparation 
of TMV. For PBG we have performed light-scattering experiments and some 
Frederiks-transition measurements on the same samples, which give compatible 
results. 

The TMV is a carefully extracted preparation of monodisperse virus. From 
X-ray studies of the same preparation we roughly estimate its order parameter to 
be 0.9. Table 1 compares our measurements with hard-rod theory. For an order 
parameter of 0.8 the agreement would be remarkably good. The way these data are 
obtained is not via the most direct experiments, and the complex fitting procedures 
used for analysing the oblique stripes do not necessarily determine the parameters 
uniquely. Moreover, we only have ratios of various parameters, rather than absolute 
values. Nonetheless, the results are suggestive that the hard-rod model in the Onsager 
limit is not far from correct. 
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We have extensive data on one sample of PBG at a concentration just above 
the coexistence region, reported in table 1. The absolute values reported for various 
parameters are based on the published value for the diamagnetic anisotropy of PBG. 
The saxple is obtained from the Sigma Chemical Co., which gives its degree of 
polymerization as 700, implying a length-to-diameter ratio of 70. The data could 
be consistent with either the hard-rod model or the semiflexible-chain limit. The 
concentration dependence and the molecular-weight dependence of the elastic 
constants and the viscosities will be crucial for distinguishing between these 
possibilities. 

These experimental methods should also be useful for several other lyotropic 
polymer nematics, providing the opportunity to see if these systems are at all 
universal in their behaviour. 
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